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When a cop shoots down the son of a respected inner-city Baptist preacher, the community rises up

in anger and demands to have the officer prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. But there's

something more than a call for justice at work here. There's a plot to bring down the city's police

force through a conspiracy so vast and malicious that only Butch Karp, his wife, and his band of

truth-seekers can untangle it.
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Cheers for the good guys. Butch Carp puts the bad guys away, and they are bad. He even deals

with all the legalistic nonsense requiring that the bad guys get coddled. And best of all, the

underground sends their support. Another book that lets me relax and enjoy myself.

Robert K. Tanenbaum never disappoints. This book kept you on the edge of your seat. And I really

enjoyed being brought up to date with Karp's friends.

This was a good book. Somewhat different from his others in the past about Butch Karp.

Read in one day. Challenge to all readers to take longer. This is an on the edge of your seat

reading.

Always look forward to these stories about Butch/Marlene never disappointed.As always when



finishing a book now waiting for the next one.

Too much of the trial and not enough action.

Another Butch and Marlene book - nothing new at all.

Police officer Tony Cippio takes community policing seriously. He plays basketball with the teens on

his beat to show them that he is not the bad guy. He does care and wants to help. But he is gunned

down. At the same time an unarmed black teenager is killed by a white police officer. These

incidents look separate but attorney Butch Karp has discovered a link and now has to try and

convince the jury that there is much more to these two cases than you first see.In a story that could

have been ripped out of todayÃ¢Â€Â™s headlines, we follow along with several people. Those that

want to start chaos by fanning the flames of racial tensions, those that stir the pot to increase their

ratings, those that want to look like the hero, and then there is Butch Karp that wants justice.This is

my first Butch Karp story and I loved it. If you like police procedures and well written legal stories,

look no further. I was quickly drawn into this story and held tight by the writing. I loved how you see

all areas of this world. It is not just racist police officers or those that target police just because that

is their job.This is a great story and a great introduction to the Butch Karp series. I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait

to go back and read the story from the start.I received Without Fear or Favor from FSB Associates

for free. This has in no way influenced my opinion of this book.
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